Since 1945, more than 9 million people have migrated to Australia. Of these, some 1 million were refugees and displaced people, although in the 1950s and 1960s institutional distinctions were not drawn between refugees and migrants. In 1954, Australia provided the signature that brought the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (‘Refugee Convention’) into force. To some, whether supporters or opponents of refugee policy, these figures and the decision to accede to the Refugee Convention tell the story of refugee resettlement to Australia as a proud and generous history of leadership and humanitarianism dating back to
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1 The author would like to thank Gabriel Smith for very helpful research assistance for this chapter.
4 Neumann, Across the Seas, 141; see also Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Parliament of Australia, Australia and the Refugee Problem (1976), 47.
5 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, opened for signature 28 July 1951, 189 UNTS 150 (entered into force 22 April 1954), art 31 (‘Refugee Convention’).
the postwar period. To others, the utilitarian undertones of the story complicate the narrative of generosity and humanitarianism, not least in the context of post-arrival treatment.

There is no doubt that there is good in this story. After all, thousands upon thousands of refugees have been resettled to Australia and have seized the chance to rebuild their lives. Yet, when seen in context, the reality is more nuanced and it becomes clear that the narrative of generosity that accompanies this story is a fulsome one with some significant blind spots. And, as we will see, it is one in which the refugee appears to be a secondary consideration, regarded as merely incidental or instrumental in fulfilling geopolitical interests and priorities.

It is as a result of this that there is a need to ensure that Australian histories of the refugee journey are both told and understood in global perspective and context, legally, politically and statistically.

With this in mind, this chapter gives an overview of this very context, showing how politico-legal interests and traditions of much longer standing have informed the development of the modern refugee protection framework. There are several important points to note here. First, while the Refugee Convention is commonly presented as a global instrument giving protection to refugees, when it was drafted, geographical and temporal restrictions were included in order to exclude major groups of refugees from outside Europe. Second, there was an underlying assumption driven by geopolitical dynamics of the Cold War period that Convention refugees would be provided with permanent settlement outside their country of origin. This assumption gave rise to the ‘exilic bias’ that characterised
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8 For two insightful studies of postwar refugee resettlement that describe a more complicated history than the popular narrative of humanitarianism, see Dellios, Histories of Controversy; Jayne Persian, Beautiful Balts: From Displaced Persons to New Australians (Sydney: NewSouth Publishing, 2017).


10 A refugee is defined as a person who, ‘owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside his country of nationality [or former habitual residence] and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country’: Refugee Convention art 1A(2).
postwar approaches to refugee protection.\textsuperscript{11} Third, the decolonisation movement of the 1960s and the emergent 1967 \textit{Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees} (‘1967 Protocol’), which removed the geographical and temporal limitations, opened up the possibility for significantly increased refugee numbers, many of whom were non-European. Their permanent presence in countries of the liberal West was, however, not necessarily perceived to be of economic benefit or strategic interest. This dynamic and, later, the end of the Cold War would therefore produce several major policy effects. In the first instance, it would produce a shift in policy (and discursive) focus from \textit{permanent} solutions with the aforementioned ‘exilic bias’\textsuperscript{12} to a \textit{durable} solutions discourse and an accompanying state-centric preference for voluntary return.\textsuperscript{13} In the second, it led to a lifting of barriers to exit by refugee-producing countries that had hitherto served as the main point of resistance to refugee-hood. This in turn led to new and increasingly elaborate and strident regulatory barriers to \textit{entry} into countries of asylum (or \textit{non-entrée} policies). Finally, it led to a new politicisation of the policy (and discourse) of refugee resettlement. This background frames Australia’s evolving response to the refugee and her journey, and at once explains the genesis of Australia’s current claims that its refugee resettlement policy positions it as a global leader in refugee protection at the same time as it undermines the credibility of those claims.

Part I of this chapter, ‘A prehistory’, looks at responses to refugee movements in early international law and selected responses through to the interwar period that are illustrative of a situation-specific approach to refugee protection. Part II, ‘The \textit{Refugee Convention}’, analyses key geopolitical drivers behind the drafting of the \textit{Refugee Convention} following World War II and the context for Australia’s accession to it in 1954. Part III, ‘The 1967 Protocol’, examines the shifts in international law and policy in the context of decolonisation and other developments during the Cold War. Part IV, ‘The Cold War et seq.’, considers approaches to refugee protection and effects on the international legal and policy framework of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{12} That is, local integration in the country of asylum and resettlement to a third country.
\end{itemize}
the Cold War and the events that marked its end. Part V, ‘Charting a way forward in the twenty-first century’, looks briefly at present-day responses to the so-called global migration crisis.

**Part I: A prehistory**

At its heart, the refugee’s journey is integral to the story of humanity, whether as a product of conflict or internecine struggles, poverty or natural disaster, persecution or expulsion. Flight and requests for hospitality and asylum are concepts as old as life itself. This flight–hospitality dynamic long predates the emergence of the nation-state as the dominant governing structure. In turn, the manifestation of this dynamic in international society in the person of the ‘refugee’ is as old as the state system, and it will remain for as long as the state system remains.  

So, while the focus of this volume is on a particular place (Australia) and a particular period (1970 to the present), we need to situate the refugee and her journey within a much longer historical trajectory and in global context.

**The refugee journey in early international law**

From its earliest conceptions, European international legal theory contemplated and legitimised the refugee journey as a right of mobility consequential to an individual right of self-preservation. By the same token, the nation-state has also recognised that there is potential for the encounter between the foreigner and the sovereign to be hostile and therefore a threat, triggering exclusion measures. So, a tension arises in this border encounter, represented by competing acts and interests of self-preservation.

Early international legal writers such as Vattel resolved this tension by recognising that there would always be situations where the duties of humanity should prevail over the sovereign power of exclusion; situations in which peaceful entry, passage and stay (including the possibility of a permanent asylum) should be permitted to ‘those whom
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tempest or necessity obliged to approach their frontiers’.\(^{16}\) In other words, while exclusion measures may also reflect the claim of the state to a right to self-preservation, early international law understood such measures as permissible only to the extent necessary for the purposes of self-defence.\(^{17}\) As I have argued elsewhere, we know that early (European) international law’s refugee was conceptualised as a European insider, rather than a non-European outsider.\(^{18}\) In other words, notwithstanding the racial and imperialist power interests and dynamics that shaped the making of international law and ideas about who should benefit from its protections,\(^{19}\) we can still deduce from early treatises recognition that refugees flee out of necessity and that the duties of humanity give rise to concomitant obligations of hospitality.\(^{20}\)

### Situation-specific responses to refugee movements

As we have seen, the concepts of asylum and exile and the corresponding obligation to respect the duties of humanity are longstanding.\(^{21}\) Nevertheless, historically, responses to refugee movements have tended to be ad hoc and situation specific. So, for example, there were situation-specific responses to the plight of the Huguenots (seventeenth century)\(^ {22}\) – the displaced population to whom the term ‘refugee’ was first ascribed\(^ {23}\) – as well as a range of ad hoc responses to the Jewish pogroms in Russia
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18 Ibid., ch 2.
21 Vattel, *The Law of Nations*, bk II ch VIII § 100; Ibid., 76.
(nineteenth century). In the early twentieth century and in the wake of World War I, pressure to protect large numbers of Russian and Armenian refugees also produced situation-specific responses, whether through national governments or coordinated international responses in the interwar period under the auspices of the League of Nations.

After World War II, the emergence of an international protection regime might suggest that situation-specific responses would become a thing of the past. However, as we will see in the next section, even with the emergence of an international protection framework, situation-specific responses continued to characterise the way in which the ‘international community’ responded to many refugee crises. Indeed, even as it was framed as an international instrument, we will see that the Refugee Convention itself was a situation-specific response to the absence of protection for the vast numbers of displaced people in Europe. In contrast, the issue of mass displacement of non-Europeans in the early postwar years was sidelined by the ‘international’ protection framework as it was considered to be both strategically marginal and overwhelming in its enormity.

Part II: The Refugee Convention

In the wake of World War II, the Refugee Convention secured the commitment and cooperation of states parties to accord protection to refugees, not least on account of the international scope and nature of refugee movements. Other international instruments were also crucial, notably the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human
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which recognised, respectively, the imperative of cooperation between states to maintain international peace and security\textsuperscript{31} and the universality of the right to seek and enjoy asylum.\textsuperscript{32} The underpinning of international cooperation, intended to embrace a number of postwar issues including finding permanent solutions for refugees, was a critical dimension to these commitments.\textsuperscript{33} The characterisation of asylum as an inherently peaceful and humanitarian (and therefore supposedly non-political) act was politically important at the time and endures in theory if not in practice. Nevertheless, it is now more widely recognised that it is unrealistic to imagine that either the ‘refugee problem’ or humanitarian responses to it can ever be entirely apolitical.\textsuperscript{34} So, while international legal discourse on refugee protection between 1950 and 1989 (marking the end of the Cold War) might have been relatively depoliticised, the Western agenda that this depoliticised discourse encouraged and legitimised positioned refugee law as neutral and apolitical – indeed innocent.\textsuperscript{35} However, this depoliticised discourse was itself political, because of, rather than in spite of, the discernible geopolitical interests and Cold War dynamics at work. These interests and dynamics deployed law’s innocence to determine who would be protected under the \textit{Refugee Convention} and, equally as importantly, who would be neglected.\textsuperscript{36}

\section*{An ‘international’ protection framework emerges}

It is well recognised that it was large-scale displacement in Europe that prompted the negotiation and adoption of the \textit{Refugee Convention} and the grant by the General Assembly of a (temporary) mandate to the Office


\textsuperscript{33} Türk and Garlick, ‘From Burdens and Responsibilities to Opportunities’, 658–65.


of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). At the time of its drafting, the scope of the *Refugee Convention* was temporally limited to ‘events occurring before 1 January 1951’. It also included a geographical limitation that enabled states to apply its terms only to pre-1951 events that took place in Europe. In addition to this, the Convention’s application was confined to the type of refugee who was of political and ideological interest to the West; a person whose fear of persecution had to be for reasons of civil or political status.

The refugee as defined under the *Refugee Convention* was a person whose grant of asylum would, in Cold War terms, serve to weaken the hand of the Eastern Bloc as it strengthened that of the West. Narrowly defined, a person fleeing generalised violence or conflict- or state-induced poverty did not come within its purview unless he could sustain an individualised claim to persecution for one of the five Convention grounds. This constructed what Chimni has described as ‘an image of a “normal” refugee’ as ‘white, male and anti-communist’. The distinction thereby created produced what he has since described as a ‘myth of difference’; that is, the idea that refugees fleeing Europe did so for radically different reasons – and indeed had radically different needs – to those fleeing the Third World. Yet, there was large-scale displacement in the Third World at the time of
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38 *Refugee Convention*, art 1A(2).
39 *Refugee Convention*, art 1B. Although textually the most obvious example is the inclusion of art 1D concerning the Palestinians, see also, e.g., Oberoi, *Exile and Belonging*, 17–25, and Laura Madokoro, *Elusive Refuge: Chinese Migrants in the Cold War* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016), 32.
40 It is a fairly recent development that the possibility of social and economic rights violations grounding a claim to refugee status has been recognised: see, most notably, Michelle Foster, *International Refugee Law and Socio-Economic Rights: Refuge from Deprivation* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), doi.org/10.1017/cbo9780511493980.009.
41 Although from time to time, as here, I intentionally use the male pronoun, I use the female pronoun generically in my writing. Although I acknowledge that dispensing with gendered pronouns in favour of using ‘they/them’ is a valid and inclusive approach that properly resists the gender binary, my purpose in differentially using the male and female pronouns is part of a broader objective of engaging critically with law and history and highlighting shifting power dynamics over time. In other words, ‘she/her’ is a form of resistance that is conscious and critical, with transformative possibilities. In making this choice, I am persuaded by Haddad’s thinking, recognising that the habitual use of the male pronoun can allow the identity of the subject to go unnoticed by the reader: Haddad, *The Refugee in International Society*, 39–41; see also Wendy Martyna, ‘What Does “He” Mean? Use of the Generic Masculine’, *Journal of Communication* 28, no. 1 (1978): 131–38, doi.org/10.1111/j.1460-2466.1978.tb01576.x; Lester, *Making Migration Law*, 15–16 n. 49.
42 *Refugee Convention*, art 1A(2).
drafting and, despite the superficial universality of the *Refugee Convention*, protection of refugees and displaced persons in strategically marginal contexts were not included in its terms.

Sites of non-European displacement on a massive scale included the 1948 Arab–Israeli conflict,\(^{45}\) the Indian subcontinent in the context of Partition,\(^{46}\) the Chinese Civil War and the second Sino–Japanese War.\(^{47}\) Despite their size and significance, none of these situations was contemplated in the Convention's terms. That said, they were central — not marginal — to the thinking of the framers of the *Refugee Convention*. Displacement figures for these situations were in the order of tens of millions. As Oberoi has noted, in the context of decolonisation of India and Pakistan alone, upwards of 30 million people were displaced,\(^{48}\) representing one of the greatest forced movements of people in contemporary history.\(^{49}\) Of these, some 14.5 million were ‘refugees’ in the Convention’s sense of being outside their country of origin, in some cases as a result of newly demarcated international borders.\(^{50}\) Likewise, the Sino–Japanese War (1937–1945), which displaced as many as 95 million people by one account,\(^{51}\) did not feature in the refugee protection calculus. As Madokoro has noted, the drafting of the Convention similarly disregarded the movement of people out of the Chinese mainland following the victory of the Chinese Communist Party in the Chinese Civil War.\(^{52}\)

In the text of the Convention, these exclusions would be reflected most tellingly through the incorporation of the geographical and temporal limitations on its reach as well as art 1D, which explicitly excluded from the Convention’s embrace refugees receiving assistance from another UN agency. This provision was specifically intended to cover Palestine
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49 Ibid.
refugees assisted by the UN Relief and Works Agency (‘UNRWA’).\textsuperscript{53} Notwithstanding their exclusion, the aforementioned non-European situations were the subject of debate during the drafting process. In each instance, arguments were constructed as to why these groups of non-European refugees should be excluded from protection under the \textit{Refugee Convention}. In this connection, the focus of the drafters was on the definition of a refugee set out in art 1A(2) and the issue of legal rights and protection rather than framing an agreement for the provision of material assistance and relief. So, while India and Pakistan positioned themselves in the course of debate as providing international protection and assistance to refugees, this impelled them to concede that their refugees had the protection of a state.\textsuperscript{54} In response, therefore, other delegations could assert that Partition refugees did not require international legal protection because they did not lack the protection of a government, and therefore would not need to be covered by the Convention’s terms.\textsuperscript{55} Similarly, the central argument for excluding Chinese refugees from the People’s Republic of China (‘PRC’) was that they had, at least in theory, a place of refuge in the Republic of China (Taiwan), which still had a seat in the United Nations. Robinson, the Israeli delegate, argued that this meant that Chinese refugees ‘had a government of their own … able to provide refuge … to those who sought asylum there’.\textsuperscript{56} In Robinson’s words, therefore, for ‘the purposes of the Convention, there were practically no refugees in the world other than those coming from Europe’.\textsuperscript{57} Of course, if that were the case, the geographical and temporal limitations that were incorporated into the Convention would have been moot. Robinson knew also that there were some 750,000 Palestine refugees, but, as noted above,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{53} Exclusion of Palestinian refugees receiving assistance from UNRWA under art 1D contrasts with arts 2–34 of the \textit{Refugee Convention}, which outline a rights framework for (European) refugees: see, generally, Takkenberg, \textit{The Status of Palestinian Refugees in International Law}.
\item \textsuperscript{54} UN General Assembly, Provisional Summary Record of the Two Hundred and Sixty-Third Meeting Held at Lake Success New York on Tuesday, 15 November 1949, at 10.45 am, 15 November 1949, A/C.3/SR.263, [59], available at: www.refworld.org/docid/3ae68bec18.html.
\item \textsuperscript{55} UN General Assembly, Fourth Session, Joint Third and Fifth Committees, 264th Plenary Meeting, 2 December 1949, para 73 (Eleanor Roosevelt), cited in Oberoi, \textit{Exile and Belonging}, 21.
\item \textsuperscript{56} Although attempts to argue that refugees of Jewish background should avail themselves of Israel’s Law of Return, enacted in 1950, have been described as imbued with ‘an exquisite irony’ given the very raison d’être of the \textit{Refugee Convention}, it is nevertheless striking that this argument should have been raised by the Israeli delegate: see \textit{NAEN v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs} (2003) 130 FCR 46, 60 (per Sackville J).
\end{itemize}
they were expressly excluded. Implicitly, therefore, material assistance and relief for non-European refugee populations (even absent legal protection) was considered to suffice.

During the drafting process, there was even resistance to representations that Palestine refugees should be covered by the Convention’s terms should UNRWA cease to exist. One delegate suggested that such an approach would not be necessary because a protocol or separate convention that was ‘perfectly suited’ to the requirements of Palestine refugees could ‘easily’ be arranged.\(^5^8\) History of course tells us otherwise, and with Palestine refugees registered by UNRWA numbering 5.6 million in 2019,\(^5^9\) we are also reminded that refugee populations expand exponentially if their situations are allowed to become protracted and the conditions that produce them remain unresolved.

In the course of debate, the Indian delegate described the *Refugee Convention* as a ‘partial remedy involving discrimination’, stating that ‘the UN should try to help not only special sections of the world’s population, but all afflicted people everywhere’. As she said, ‘[s]uffering knew no racial or political boundaries; it was the same for all’.\(^6^0\) So, although the geographical and temporal limitations in the Convention had been opposed by a majority of representatives from the emerging Third World states,\(^6^1\) as well as the UK and (for a time) France, this universalist position was ultimately unsuccessful.\(^6^2\) Oberoi describes India and Pakistan as being left with a sense of exclusion on the grounds of political expediency.\(^6^3\)


\(^{61}\) Oberoi, *Exile and Belonging*, 19–20, and, at 24, referring to the position of the Chilean delegation as well as the position of India and Pakistan. As she notes, the Chilean delegate argued that ‘it was the duty of the UN to extend international protection to every person who, for reasons beyond his control, could no longer live in the country of his birth’: UN, Fifth Session, Third Committee, 324th Meeting, 22 November 1950, para 36.

\(^{62}\) Oberoi, *Exile and Belonging*, 20; Madokoro, *Elusive Refuge*, 31. This is so, even though the majority of states (including Australia) ultimately opted for a broader geographical reach as provided in *Refugee Convention* art 1B(1)(b).

The participation of China in the drafting process – as the Republic of China (Taiwan) not the PRC – is notable for two reasons. First, Taiwan was invited into negotiations on account of China’s history of providing shelter to some 200,000 white Russian and 18,000 Jewish refugees in the 1920s and 1930s rather than out of concern for Chinese refugees. Second, because the General Assembly gave its China seat to Taiwan not the PRC, the Soviet and Polish delegations withdrew from the meetings. This, as Madokoro has noted, gave ‘ample room for Western nations to advance their Cold War interests in discussions’.

The geopolitical dynamics at play in the drafting of the Refugee Convention make it hard to resist the conclusion that writing the Palestinian, Partition and Chinese refugee crises out of the Refugee Convention as unworthy of international protection and permanent rights-based solutions not only reflected Cold War politics and ideology, but was also racialised. Certainly, there is evidence to suggest that an international instrument underwriting both legal protection and material assistance to many millions of non-European refugees was seen by powerful states to be a problem too enormous to manage in the first instance and as strategically unnecessary in the second. It also suggests that the global estimate that 151 million people were forcibly displaced as a result of persecution, conflict, decolonisation and wars of independence between 1940 and 2015 is, at best, conservative.

So, notwithstanding that the Refugee Convention presented as an international instrument in seemingly benign or neutral terms, it is clear that the debate around its geographical and temporal limitations reveals an informed neglect and deliberate exclusion of large populations of non-European refugees. Although the emergent international framework recognised the importance of legal protection and envisaged permanent solutions, its situation-specific focus was on European refugees and
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64 Madokoro, Elusive Refuge, 26.
65 Ibid.
66 Fitzpatrick, ‘Racism and the Innocence of Law’; Madokoro, Elusive Refuge, 20, who underscores that refugees fleeing the Chinese Communist Party’s victory in the Civil War were a political and ideological fit for the Refugee Convention but not a racial one.
67 Oberoi, Exile and Belonging, 22.
displaced persons. In contrast, the ‘international community’ did not see fit to respond to non-European displacement and to deliver to affected refugees the permanent solutions envisaged for European refugees and displaced persons. Instead, assistance (not rights or solutions) was deemed sufficient for the rest. Thus, both the text of the Refugee Convention and its travaux préparatoires remind us of the way in which non-European refugee situations shaped, and indeed narrowed, its scope. And, as the next section demonstrates, this suited Australia well.

**White Australia and the Refugee Convention**

During World War II, Australia hosted more than 6,000 non-European wartime refugees fleeing the Japanese conquest of South-East Asia. Like many of the ad hoc responses to refugee movements discussed above, this too was a situation-specific response. Importantly, it was only ever intended to be a temporary one and special exemptions to members of this population under Australia’s restrictive and racialised immigration legislation were only granted on condition that they return to their own countries once hostilities ceased. Most returned after the war, and Australia took tough legislative measures to ensure that the remaining 1,000 or so who resisted return – because they had settled, married, had children and/or found jobs – could nevertheless be deported.

As we have seen, this differentiated approach to refugee protection was reflected in Australia’s position on negotiation of the aforementioned instruments, and in relation to which it played a pivotal role. An examination of Australia’s role affirms the view that its diplomatic engagement was always characterised by an ‘anxious parochialism’ that viewed immigration – including by refugees – as a matter entirely within the domestic purview of the state. There is no doubt that this differentiated approach was driven in particular by the perceived political-economic imperatives of the White Australia immigration policy. So, although
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Australia had already received non-European wartime refugees from the region, it had no enduring interest in providing them with the permanent protection contemplated in the *Refugee Convention*. As the secretary of the immigration department, Tasman Heyes, observed in 1950:

> There are thousands of non-European refugees, and acceptance by Australia of a convention which provides that such a class of persons should not be discriminated against and should not be subjected to any penalty for illegal entry, would be a direct negation of the immigration policy followed by all Australian Governments since Federation.\(^73\)

As Neumann has said, this was an understatement.\(^74\) What we can see here is that Australia’s participation in the drafting of the *Refugee Convention* and its subsequent accession, as well as the negotiation of other relevant international instruments, were viewed through the lens of a discriminatory immigration policy that sought to exercise absolute and unqualified control. This is consistent with Australia’s determination to ensure that non-European wartime refugees could be excluded while young, white, able-bodied refugee labour was welcomed.\(^75\) What we can see, therefore, is that although the White Australia immigration policy would have its day, there is no doubt that it was a policy that not only helped shape the differentiated terms of the *Refugee Convention* but was also enabled by them.

So, how did Australia respond? In November 1954, five years after passing the *Wartime Refugees Removal Act* to enable removal from Australia of non-European refugees and long before it abolished the White Australia immigration policy, Australia became one of the first states to accede to the *Refugee Convention*. As we have seen, there was no pushback in the Convention against Australia’s immigration policy and the commitment Australia made to receive postwar refugees as migrants. Indeed, it was entirely consistent with Australia’s political-economic (and highly racialised) desire to ‘populate or perish’ – that ‘catchy alliterative’

\(^73\) Heyes to Secretary, Department of External Affairs, 22 May 1950, NAA: A445, 194/2/3, cited in Neumann, *Across the Seas*, 137.
\(^74\) Neumann, *Across the Seas*, 137.
\(^75\) See, generally, Persian, *Beautiful Balts*. 
nation-building slogan that etched European immigration in the popular imagination as a strategic imperative in the face of unexpectedly low numbers of postwar British settlement. Minister for Immigration Arthur Calwell’s ‘Beautiful Balts’ – blond, attractive, middle-class refugees – were a saleable European substitute. They were, as Persian has noted, ‘the elite of the refugee problem’.

**Part III: The 1967 Protocol**

Of course, displacement since the early postwar years continued to occur in many places outside Europe. For example, it arose as a consequence of the decolonisation process and associated wars of independence, and in the context of ongoing and new proxy wars of the Cold War superpowers. Decolonisation and wars of independence not only generated large numbers of refugees who needed protection, but they also provided a catalyst for the adoption of further instruments, some international, others regional. Of great significance was the 1967 Protocol, which removed the geographic and temporal limitations in the Refugee Convention.

**Decolonisation and the Cold War**

The negotiation and adoption of the 1967 Protocol reflected the realisation that the geographical and temporal limitations to the Refugee Convention could no longer be sustained. Whether the reasons for this were primarily legal, political or operational is a matter of debate. As Einarsen has noted, however, it was the non-universality of the refugee definition in the 1951 Convention that meant there was little incentive for states that were affected by the process of decolonisation rather than pre-1951 events in...
Europe to ratify the *Refugee Convention*. In the absence of a duty on the part of those states to cooperate with UNHCR\(^{81}\) – which was becoming increasingly operational in its delivery of humanitarian assistance and protection – it was difficult for UNHCR to engage them in its work for refugee protection in Africa.\(^{82}\) This appears to have been a key driver behind the adoption of the *1967 Protocol*.

The transition to a protection regime that was no longer temporally and geographically limited certainly appeared to signal a step towards universalisation. However, while there may be some truth to this, it also coincided with a perceptible shift from the ‘exilic bias’ of refugee protection to the emergence and consolidation of a range of policies of containment.\(^{83}\) These policies took different forms. Broadly, however, they can be described as state-centric tools and policies intended to keep the refugees of the Third World at arm’s length. As we will see, this led to institutional declarations that voluntary repatriation of refugees was now the ‘preferred’ solution as well as, with time, the proliferation of laws and policies of exclusion by the liberal West. Although the process of decolonisation presented as a political opportunity for Cold War rivals and the emergent newly independent states as sites for proxy wars, refugees were still regarded as politically and ideologically interesting and continued to serve as pawns in Cold War geopolitical brinksmanship. This suggests that any claim that the *1967 Protocol* tells a progress story needs to be treated with caution. The reality is clearly more complex and nuanced.

**Australia and the Indochinese refugee crisis**

In the postwar period up to 1975, Australia received some 297,000 refugees, most of whom arrived not as refugees, but as assisted or unassisted migrants.\(^{84}\) As we have seen, these figures notwithstanding, any
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81 *Refugee Convention*, art 35.
claim to humanitarianism was unquestionably secondary to the enduring political-economic desire to ‘populate or perish’. And of course, as we have also seen, the figures pale in comparison to the scale of European displacement, much less global displacement.

Australia did not accede to the 1967 Protocol until December 1973 and it was not until 1977, more than 20 years after its accession to the Refugee Convention, that Australia developed its first clear refugee policy. Even then, in a post-Protocol environment, with the inking of its first refugee policy and the institutional demise of the White Australia immigration policy, Cold War dynamics continued to govern the order of things. The refugee crisis of greatest significance to Australia at this time was the Indochinese refugee crisis of the late 1970s and 1980s.

The departure of some 3 million Indochinese followed the fall of Saigon and other proxy wars in Indochina. As Madokoro has noted, virulent racism accounted at least in part for the international community having frozen out the possibility of refugee protection for Chinese refugees fleeing communism in mainland China in the 1950s. But in the case of the Indochinese, Cold War politics and ideology became the enabler in negotiating multilateral agreements for protection and resettlement of refugees on a large scale. For the most part, refugees were resettled to Australia, Canada, France and the US. For Australia, it was the first real test of Australia’s mettle following both its decision to abolish the White Australia policy and its accession to the 1967 Protocol, which together signalled a willingness to protect post-1951 non-European refugees.

To quell the exodus from Vietnam in a way that would still deliver protection, a memorandum of understanding between the Vietnamese government and UNHCR was negotiated and signed in 1979. Under this Orderly Departure Program (ODP), the Vietnamese government agreed to authorise exit for the purposes of ‘family reunion and other humanitarian cases’ where other countries were willing to receive them. This meant that at least some people could leave Vietnam without having

88 Ibid., 111–12.
to take up the dangerous alternative of a boat journey. As Kumin has noted, the ODP is the only time UNHCR has provided large-scale assistance to people seeking to leave their country of origin, attributing it as much to a fortuitous confluence of events, interests and personalities as from a rational decision to provide would-be refugees with a viable alternative.89 She has also wondered whether such a model could only work in a Cold War context.90

Over the next 10 years, in refugee camps across South-East Asia, the protection tables would start to turn. States were less ready presumptively to accord prima facie recognition to refugees. Over time, and alongside the commitment to resettle, the Comprehensive Plan of Action on Indochinese Refugees (CPA) was negotiated. Adopted in June 1989, it conditioned temporary protection of certain Indochinese refugees by South-East Asian nations on an international commitment to screen asylum claims, to resettle those screened in to third countries, to return those screened out to their countries of origin and to continue processing departures under the ODP. The CPA coincided with the unravelling of the Cold War stand-off that had shaped both international relations and refugee protection in the postwar era and represents a critical moment that would shape state practice in at least two unexpected ways. First, this period marked the diminishing importance of the exit permit by refugee-producing countries that had hitherto served as the main point of resistance to refugee-hood. Second was the decisive emergence of temporary protection as part of a recalibration and reprioritisation of durable solutions. The impact that these developments had on international protection dynamics and the changing political landscape of durable solutions are considered in the following part.

Part IV: The Cold War et seq.

Even before the Berlin wall came down, flight from communism had already begun to lose its ideological cachet. Nevertheless, there were high hopes for a new and enlightened era in refugee protection. They would be short-lived. Instead, and despite a burgeoning refugee law jurisprudence and literature, the Refugee Convention and its Protocol and their limitations

89 Ibid., 105.
90 Ibid., 117.
as instruments of international protection would be brought into sharp relief.\textsuperscript{91} As this part explores, geopolitical interests (re)calibrated and (re)prioritised the commitment to protect refugees through measures that restricted access to protection procedures and reshaped the way in which durable solutions were used and understood.

**From barriers to exit to barriers to entry**

When the Cold War dynamics of the post–World War II period took hold, the single greatest obstacle to protection from persecution that a would-be refugee faced was finding a way out – to exit his\textsuperscript{92} country of persecution and the clutches of communism. Exit permits or exit visas – markers of a state-centred politico-legal resistance to the refugee journey – were prized and rare, and of course often fraudulently obtained. People smugglers were celebrated as heroes of the liberal West because they risked their lives to facilitate the escape of others who were refused or could not secure exit permits. Importantly, they were assisting the sort of people the liberal West wanted to protect. So here we see that the refugee fleeing communism was privileged in the sense of being wanted and welcomed, and his clandestine departure celebrated instead of criminalised.

These days, since the wall of communism has crumbled both figuratively and literally, the visa to exit a state of persecution has been replaced by something equally prized and rare, the visa to enter a safe haven. In other words, in the post–Cold War era a pattern of politico-legal resistance to the refugee journey now manifests as resistance to reception. As a result of this shift from barriers to exit to the construction of barriers to entry, refugees are cast adrift into a protection-less space where they lead a ‘provisional’ or ‘bare life’ existence in a state of perpetual exception – ‘in orbit’ or ‘in limbo’.\textsuperscript{93} These protection-less spaces are created through physical tools of exclusion (such as interdiction on the high seas, biometrics and other border control measures in the international zones of airports,


\textsuperscript{92} On the image of the ‘normal’ refugee as ‘white, male and anti-communist’, see Chimni, ‘The Geopolitics of Refugee Studies’, 351.

or territorial or extraterritorial detention) or tools that exclude refugees from social and economic participation and engagement, leaving them to eke out an existence on society’s margins – maybe on the streets, in train stations or in underground passageways. The shift has been perfected in its brutality.

This pattern highlights a central and enduring problem in the global mobility dynamic, namely that the right of a person to leave any country including her own, enshrined in post–World War II international law, has no right of entry counterpart for non-citizens.\(^94\) The lack of a right of entry reflects a Cold War dynamic that problematised barriers to exit as barriers to freedom and therefore positioned the right to leave as imperative, but at the same time retained entry as a choice (of the state) permissibly limited by the immigration laws of the receiving country.\(^95\) The practical effect of this at the end of the Cold War was that once exit permits were no longer needed and a person could leave the putative refugee-producing country with comparative ease, she now risked being stuck in a precarious limbo. In the result, the arbitrariness of exit permit schemes was superseded by a new arbitrariness in which the most pervasive obstacles to protection were now at points of entry. This development has generated a vast and complex state machinery that obstructs access to both territory and procedures, and positions refugee protection as ‘by invitation only’.\(^96\) In parallel, as the next section explores, a recalibration of durable solutions has changed the political landscape of protection.

**The changing political landscape of durable solutions**

As we know from the foregoing, Cold War refugee protection, most notably in the liberal West, was dominated by an ‘exilic bias’ that privileged European refugees from the Eastern Bloc and prioritised resettlement and local integration over voluntary repatriation to the country of origin. Over time, the relationship between the three durable solutions has been recalibrated and reprioritised. This has happened in ways that have curtailed access to the ‘asylum space’ and now, alongside voluntary repatriation, includes a growing institutional preference for
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\(^94\) For more detailed discussion, see Lester, *Making Migration Law*, 51 n. 4, 59, 65.

\(^95\) Lester, ‘Internationalising Constitutional Law’, 342 n. 145.

temporary protection. Although, of course, not itself a durable solution, temporary protection has come to serve instead as a technique for staving off access to local integration and resettlement, and for channelling the institutional preference for voluntary repatriation. This has had two key effects. First, some states have deployed temporary protection policies as a substitute for local integration. Second, there has been an accompanying politicisation of resettlement. I turn first to temporary protection.

Although not the first time temporary protection policies were activated, it was in the context of the Indochinese refugee crisis that temporary protection secured its place in international protection discourse. Part of the problem since has been the absence of clear content, boundaries and legal foundation for the concept. There has also been an increasing and state-centric tendency for host countries to couple temporary protection with their preference for voluntary repatriation; that is, to qualify the grant of temporary protection with an expectation (or requirement) of voluntary return. So, not only has temporary protection served as an (effective) emergency response technique in situations of mass influx, but it has also become a tool whose use has undermined international protection obligations. For example, legislation granting temporary protection to 4,000 Kosovar and 1,800 East Timorese refugees following their humanitarian evacuation to Australia in 1999 assumed voluntary return would ensue and specifically prohibited both cohorts from applying for asylum. The legislation also provided that decisions to extend, shorten or cancel temporary safe haven visas were a matter of ministerial discretion. In the last few months of 1999, when some Kosovars signalled their resistance to return, the immigration minister threatened them with withdrawal of basic necessities, detention and removal, and told them that it was not a matter of ‘if’ but ‘when’ they would return to Kosovo. Policies such as these come and go. Current policy is to

98 UNHCR, ‘Summary Conclusions on Temporary Protection’ (UNHCR Roundtable on Temporary Protection, San Remo, 19–20 July 2012), 1 (‘Summary Conclusions’).
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grant Temporary Protection Visas to refugees arriving in Australia without a visa – such as those arriving by boat – and to prohibit them from ever applying for a permanent visa. Quite apart from the perpetual cycle of temporariness and uncertainty that this creates it also, crushingly, denies any possibility of family reunion.\textsuperscript{102} Such measures, which are blatantly punitive,\textsuperscript{103} form part of a narrative that also politicises resettlement.

In recent years, a contemporary resettlement narrative has emerged that maximises the rhetorical power of resettlement at the same time as it denigrates those who seek protection through other avenues and justifies harsh policies of exclusion. It becomes the basis on which binaries are constructed; binaries that ‘split’\textsuperscript{104} refugees into the ‘good’ ones languishing in camps who come ‘by invitation only’,\textsuperscript{105} and the ‘bad’ ones whose arrival in Australia, whether by boat or by plane, is unsolicited and therefore unwelcome. It is a narrative that eschews (at worst) and cherry-picks (at best) broader perspective and context, whether historical or global, as well as the living realities of the refugee. A 1996 change in government policy, which linked Australia’s onshore (asylum) and offshore (resettlement) program, was an important step in cementing the binary that is integral to this emergent resettlement narrative. Under the policy, a cap was placed on the number of refugees given protection, such that increases in the number of onshore refugees would result in a corresponding decrease in access to the resettlement program. Although it has been suggested that Cabinet papers reveal that the reasons for the policy change were to obscure planned cuts in the offshore program,\textsuperscript{106} the decision meant that onshore refugees could be blamed for those
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cuts – cast as ‘stealing’ places from offshore refugees. The coupling of the onshore and offshore programs not only fuelled populist migration discourses, but also deflected responsibility for the limited number of resettlement places away from policymakers, projecting responsibility instead onto the onshore refugees it deemed to be unworthy. Because of the demographic differences between offshore (resettled) and onshore (asylum) refugee populations, the decision had the further deleterious effect of pitting different cultural communities against one another.

At the same time as the resettlement narrative denigrates the spontaneously arriving refugee as a thief, it frames an image of Australia as one of the most generous refugee receiving countries in the world, and by some accounts the most generous. The power of this ‘generosity narrative’ lies in its capacity at once to feed and to exploit public perceptions that Australia’s refugee resettlement program is not just an adequate response to the global protection crisis, but proof that Australia is pulling its weight internationally. However, while compared to other countries Australia is a leading resettlement country, global resettlement numbers represent less than 1 per cent of the world’s refugee population. So, in staking its generosity claim, Australia is overlooking the plight of the remaining 99 per cent of the world’s refugees. In case these are hard figures to fathom, here is another way of thinking about the numbers. According to figures published by UNHCR, every day in 2019, some 30,137 people were newly displaced globally. That works out to be almost twice as many people as the 18,200 Australia resettled across the whole year. Viewed in this way, Australia’s 2019 resettlement program protected little more than a morning’s worth of the world’s newly uprooted people.

109 Australia’s resettlement program accounts for 0.09 per cent of the global refugee population. Resettlement figures have long represented less than 1 per cent of the world’s refugee population. However, recent figures suggest a decline to 0.5 per cent, which UNHCR attributes to a decline in resettlement quotas rather than need. The present percentage calculations are based on the following figures published by UNHCR for 2019: 20.4 million refugees under UNHCR’s mandate; 4.2 million asylum seekers; and 107,800 refugees admitted for resettlement. See UNHCR, Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2019 (UNHCR, 2020), 2–3, 48. Note, if this figure were to include the 5.6 million Palestinian refugees under UNRWA’s mandate and without a durable solution, the resettlement percentage would drop to 0.41 per cent.
110 UNHCR, Global Trends 2019, 2.
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For states, it is clear that discourses of humanitarianism, accurate or otherwise, are politically important, domestically and internationally. As Dauvergne has observed, the humanitarianism of the contemporary resettlement narrative seeks to ‘mark the nation as good, prosperous, and generous’. \(^{112}\) However, as she notes, this kind of humanitarianism is ‘an impoverished stand-in for justice’. \(^{113}\) In part, this is because global resettlement figures are so small. Tellingly, the discourse barely conceals the utilitarian nature of this kind of humanitarianism – a functional approach to protection that has a hard core of self-interest coated with a thin veneer of altruism and generosity.

So, how is it possible for states to take this approach? Under international law, there is no binding obligation to resettle refugees. \(^{114}\) In contrast, states are legally obliged not to *refoule* a refugee \(^{115}\) and, by extension, to grant her protection if she arrives spontaneously and seeks protection. This is what sets resettlement apart as an attractive policy option. Thus, not only is the protection of a refugee who has not directly engaged the protection obligations of the state optional, but also decisions about the size and composition of the program are policy-based.

**Part V: Charting a way forward in the twenty-first century**

In the twenty-first century, we find an already fractured protection landscape further damaged by state responses to the so-called global migration crisis; a crisis of political will that has arisen in the context and aftermath of the so-called War on Terror and a resurgence in ‘neo-’ forms of liberalist and colonialist ideologies.

Conflict in the Middle East has had an immeasurable impact on displacement and state responses to the emergent ‘global migration crisis’, most notably in the context of wars in Iraq and Syria. A key feature of
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115 *Refoulement* is the forcible return of a person to a place where her life or freedom would be threatened. It is prohibited under *Refugee Convention* art 33 and is also a principle of customary international law.
this time has been the numbers of refugees who have spontaneously sought protection – often by sea – in Europe and other countries of the global North, as it is now known. In Australia, increased numbers seeking asylum reignited debate and reinvigorated controversial policies such as its scheme of extraterritorial detention and processing, dubbed Pacific Solution Mark II, and triggered a further campaign known as Operation Sovereign Borders, an equally controversial policy designed to prevent boat arrivals through pushbacks.

Another dimension to early twenty-first century developments has been the way in which the so-called War on Terror and radicalisation and extremism have enabled security discourse to permeate and complicate the refugee protection debate and state responses to it. These factors have often clouded the reality that the vast majority of refugees are in flight from, rather than causes of, insecurity. As early as 2001, treatment of the Tampa refugees rescued off the coast of Australia just days before the 9/11 attacks in the US and their relocation were justified – but later dismissed – as being security related.116

Resettlement in the context of the Syrian refugee crisis has been important for individuals and communities, but the numbers have been small in real terms. Australia only agreed to resettle 12,000 Syrian refugees in the face of considerable international pressure. In 2015, the suggestion of resettling some of the 8,000 Rohingya refugees stranded at sea in South-East Asia in flight from genocidal policies in Myanmar was dismissed with a resounding ‘Nope, nope, nope’ from an Australian prime minister.117 And in 2018, Australia’s minister for home affairs singled out white South African farmers as a community particularly worthy of Australia’s concern.118 All this suggests that state responses continue to be both selective and situation specific.

In September 2016, the UN General Assembly unanimously adopted the *New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants* (‘New York Declaration’). The New York Declaration came out of a summit that sought to recognise all refugees and migrants as rights holders and to condemn acts and manifestations of racism, xenophobia and other forms of intolerance. The declaration reaffirmed the importance of the international refugee regime and contains a wide range of commitments by member states to strengthen and enhance mechanisms to protect people on the move, both refugees and migrants. It paved the way for the negotiation of two new global compacts in 2018: one on refugees and the other for safe, orderly and regular migration.

States have since negotiated the text of the *Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration* (GCM), adopted in Marrakech in December 2018. In parallel, states also participated in consultations led by UNHCR on the text of the *Global Compact on Refugees* (GCR). Although the names of the compacts suggest a focus in the first instance on migrants and in the second on refugees, there is not a clear line between the two. In particular, the text of the GCM includes a number of issues that are directly relevant to refugees’ experience of ‘border management policies’, particularly when they are impelled to use irregular migration routes in search of protection.

Together the compacts represent the latest opportunity to try and achieve international momentum for protection of the rights and interests of refugees and migrants. If history is any measure, Australia’s withdrawal from the GCM on the grounds that it is a ‘threat to sovereignty’ should not have come as a surprise. Certainly, its decision to do so may undermine prospects for the GCM and GCR to strengthen international frameworks for protection of refugees and migrants. As two leading civil society commentators observed when Australia first signalled its intention
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to withdraw from the GCM, there were good reasons why Australia should have joined the rest of the world – except most notably Donald Trump’s America and Victor Orban’s Hungary – in rethinking the way it responds to the global movement of people. First and foremost is that no state can respond to these issues alone.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has demonstrated that, in the case of Australia, both who the refugee is and how she got to Australia have historically defined how well she has been received, and that this ‘who’ and that ‘how’ continue to shape the way we think about, validate and accept as justified the ‘why’ of her quest for protection and the ‘where’ in which she seeks it. The chapter has endeavoured to show that the way we understand Australia’s responses to the refugee journey, and the way those responses fit into a bigger international picture, is highly dependent on historical-political context and perspective. It has sought to show that each part of this framework has a political and ideological dimension that changes, depending on time and place. To that end, it has presented a broader context for understanding and thinking about Australia’s protection of refugees, with the intention of enabling the reader to see Australian accounts of and approaches to the refugee journey through a wider lens.

What we have seen in this background is that Australia’s approach to refugee protection has long been situation specific and highly differentiated. The narrow scope of the Refugee Convention in its initial framing certainly helps to explain Australia’s willing accession to it and Australia’s responses to refugee movements in the Convention’s early years. We have seen that Australia’s responses were not just aligned with but also driven by its postwar labour shortages and immigration priorities. It suggests too that the underpinnings of Australia’s oft-celebrated decision to become one of the first states parties to the Refugee Convention reflected an early form of the ‘utilitarian humanitarianism’ that has served and suited both Australia’s immigration priorities and changing geopolitical interests.
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Finally, we have seen how and with what effects and implications states, including Australia, have (re)calibrated and (re)prioritised durable solutions for refugees over time – those durable solutions being resettlement, local integration and voluntary repatriation. We have seen that Australia’s attempts to legitimise exclusionist asylum policies by talking up the resettlement program and implying that it is conceptually and statistically adequate as, in the first instance, a response to the global protection crisis and, in the second, a substitute for spontaneous asylum requests, are unconvincing. At the same time, it is also clear that these attempts are entirely consistent with longstanding approaches to refugee protection.

As the chapter demonstrates, the way in which the state of Australia approaches its obligations to protect refugees and asylum seekers is politically tidal, ebbing and flowing with changing perceptions of the national interest. We see that nation-states such as Australia have positioned themselves legally and politically in a state of perpetual resistance to the refugee journey, unable to accept the need to flee and seek safe haven as a reality that is part of the order of things, or even part of the disorder of things. In the New York Declaration and the two global compacts, we see an acceptance of mobility, including the refugee journey, as part of humanity’s reality. Despite Australia’s withdrawal from the GCM, that acknowledgement must surely be cause for hope.
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